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My Favourite Song

Ben Masters’ favourite song

LINA LEHN:
Do you’ve got a favourite tune you listen to when you’re angry?
Ben Masters knows that his favourite tune makes him calm.

BEN MASTERS:
My name is Ben and I’m ten and I live in Southampton. My
favourite song is Seven Nation Army by The White Stripes.
I like the Seven Nation Army ‘cause it has drums in the
background and I play drums.
I like the Seven Nation Army ‘cause it’s got a nice rhythm to it
and beat with the drums in it, and it’s just nice and…well not
loud. Shout it sometimes when they really want to rock and
really feeling it inside them.
I listen to it in my bedroom on my CD-player when I just feel
angry and annoyed or when I’m just bored I just go up there
and listen to it. And…just lie in my bed whilst I’m listening to it.
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It makes me calm. And you can feel like rhythm coming inside
you like you want to dance to it and stuff.
Because it keeps me calm sometimes when I’m in stress and
when I, when I just feel like listening to music and it’s nice and
calm sometimes but some of it they just really want to shout it.
My friends don’t really like the music that I listen to but they
really listen to rock and pop music and music on TV on the DV
music channels they listen to and other really famous people
and rappers.
And our school has a church, every year when year six is leave
we have a service there. So we walk down from the school, in
the mornings we walk down there. Sing songs and stuff and,
but we don’t really use rock music we use Christian music.

LINA LEHN:
The White Stripes was an American rock duo from Detroit in
the US. The band consisted of Jack and Meg White who used
to be married but are now divorced. Ben Masters’ favourite tune
is from their album Elephant from 2003. The band split in
February 2011.
Ava: Ingela Håkansson was our sound engineer, the program
was produced by Pamela Taivassalo and by me, Lina Lehn.
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